Heisenberg uncertainty relation in quantum mechanics sets the limit on the measurement precision of non-commuting observables, which prevents us from measuring them accurately at the same time. In some applications, however, the information are embedded in two or more noncommuting observables. On the other hand, quantum entanglement allows us to infer through Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen correlations two conjugate observables with precision better than what is allowed by Heisenberg uncertainty relation. With the help of the newly developed SU(1,1) interferometer, we implement a scheme to measure jointly information encoded in multiple non-commuting observables of an optical field with a signal-to-noise ratio improvement of about 20% over the standard quantum limit on all measured quantities simultaneously. This scheme can be generalized to the joint measurement of information in arbitrary number of non-commuting observables.
Quantum properties of light were applied to precision phase measurement as early as in 1980s, beating the shot noise limit set by the classical physics, i.e., the so-called standard quantum limit (SQL) [1] [2] [3] . The basic idea is to reduce the quantum noise in the measurement with some novel quantum states of light. But because of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle on two non-commuting observables, quantum noise reduction in one observable is inevitably accompanied by the noise increase in the other. Thus, it seems impossible to beat the SQL simultaneously in joint measurement of non-commuting observables.
On the other hand, quantum correlation via quantum entanglement provides us with a remedy to circumvent the aforementioned dilemma. Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen (EPR) showed in a seminal paper [4] that quantum mechanics allows the existence of such a state that exhibits perfect correlations not only between the positions of two remotely located particles but also between their momenta. This allows for the inference of both the position and momentum of a particle with a precision violating the Heisenberg uncertainty relation, leading to the EPR paradox. The experimental realization of the EPR entangled state and the demonstration of EPR paradox were first done in an optical system of nondegenerate parametric amplifier [5] . Fundamental implications aside, it was suggested [6, 7] and demonstrated experimentally [8, 9] that these magic quantum nonlocal correlations of orthogonal observables can be employed in the scheme of quantum dense coding for the simultaneous measurement of small modulations on the phase and amplitude with quantum noise in both measurement reduced below the standard quantum limit. In this letter, we report on a different scheme for joint measurement of non-commuting observables. The scheme is based on a recently developed SU(1,1) nonlinear interferometer [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , which operates in a fundamentally different principle from traditional linear interferometers. Making use of the advantages of this new interferometer, we achieve joint measurement of information encoded in multiple noncommuting observables such as phase and amplitude as well as arbitrarily rotated quadrature-phase amplitudes with a sensitivity beating the SQL simultaneously. Since homodyne measurement can only measure one quadrature-phase amplitude at a time, the simplest way to simultaneously obtain information encoded in phase and amplitude of an optical field is to split the field into two with a beam splitter, one for each measurement, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . But the vacuum noise from the unused port leads to 3 dB penalty in signalto-noise ratio (SNR). Our scheme shown in Fig. 1(b) is an SU(1,1) interferometer (SUI) which employs optical parametric amplifiers instead of beam splitters to split the input coherent field into the signal and idler fields and recombine them. The phase and amplitude modulations can be obtained in separate but simultaneous measurement of quadrature amplitudesX s andŶ i at the signal and idler outputs of the interferometer, respectively. For maximum sensitivity, the interferometer works at the dark fringe. As a result, destructive quantum interference leads to quantum noise cancelation and minimum noise for all quadrature-phase amplitudes at the two outputs [16] [17] [18] . In the meantime, the signals of non-commuting observable encoded on probe beam are amplified by OPA2 for SNR improvement.
For a probe with weakly modulated phase and amplitude signals, δ (or Y m ) and (or X m ), our theoretical analysis [19] shows that the SNRs for the BS scheme in Fig. 1(a) and the SUI scheme with g 2 g 1 in Fig. 1 (b) are given by
where subscript b 1 , b 2 denotes the outputs of the BS and i, s denotes the signal and idler field. The gain factors g k , G k (k = 1, 2) for the OPAs satisfy the relation G 2 k − g 2 k = 1. I ps is the photon number or intensity of the probe sensing field.
In the experiment, however, the BS scheme is sensitive to detection loss while the SUI scheme is not. So, for a fair comparison, we consider the amplifier scheme in Fig. 1(c) , where, similar to the SUI scheme, a parametric amplifier is used to split the information-encoded field into two for simultaneous measurement. This scheme can be shown [19] to have an SNR as
It is clear from Eqs.(1) and (4) that the amplifier scheme at large gain G 1 gives the same SNRs as the BS scheme for the joint measurement of modulations X m = and Y m = δ. However, the SUI scheme has SNRs improved by a factor of G 2 1 + g 2 1 as compared to the classical schemes. This improvement in phase measurement was demonstrated in SUI before [14] and is due to quantum entanglement from the first OPA for the quantum amplification of the signal without noise amplified in the second OPA [17] . Here, we show that the sensitivity in amplitude measurement can be improved simultaneously. We implement three schemes in Fig. 1 with optical parametric amplifiers based on four-wave mixing in dispersion-shifted fiber [18] . The details of the experimental setup are given in Method. The signals of weakly modulated amplitude (δ or X m ) and phase ( or Y m ) are encoded onX =X(0) andŶ =X(π/2) of the probe beam by applying sinusoidal modulation signal at 0.8 and 1.2 MHz on the amplitude modulator (AM) and phase modulator (PM), respectively. This probe is a classical coherent beam for the classical schemes in Figs. 1a and 1c but is a quantum correlated beam from OPA1 for the SUI scheme in Fig. 1(b) . In all cases, the beam intensity I ps is adjusted to be the same for fair comparison, and the amplifier gains for OPA in Fig. 1 (c) and for OPA2 in Fig. 1(b) are also the same to ensure equal signal gain. The operation of the classical amplifier scheme in Fig.  1 (c) is straightforward. For the best sensitivity, the SUI is operated at dark fringe where the output powers at both signal and idler ports are at minimum [14] .
Simultaneous measurements of the modulation signals X m and Y m are performed for the schemes with amplifiers ( Fig. 1(b) and (c)) by homodyne measurement at signal and idler output ports with detection efficiencies of 72% and 62%, respectively. The relative phase φ 1 (φ 2 ) between LOs (LOi) and the signal (idler) output beam in HD1 (HD2) is locked to φ 1 = 0 (φ 2 = π/2). During this measurement, the intensity of probe I ps is about 2 nW and the gains for OPA1, OPA2 are 2 and 9, respectively. Figures 2a and 2b respectively present the joint measurement obtained by HD1 and HD2. The blue traces in Fig.  2 are achieved by SUI ( Fig. 1(b) ) with a seed injection of 1 nW (input of OPA1), while the red traces are acquired with classical scheme (Fig. 1(c) ) by setting P1 to zero and increasing the seed injection to 2 nW to keep the same I ps . The peaks at 0.8 and 1.2 MHz in Figs. 2a and 2b correspond to the signals of X m and Y m , respectively. It can be seen that the signal powers for blue and red traces are about the same but the noise floor of the blue trace is lower than that of the red trace by about 20% and 22%, respectively, due to destructive quantum interference between the signal and the idler fields out of OPA1 [18] , resulting in the SNRs of 1.62±0.04 and 1.55±0.04 from the blue traces, which are better than the SNRs of 1.29±0.03 and 1.22±0.03 extracted from the red traces, for the two conjugate variables X m and Y m . 1(b) ) and red traces are from a conventional OPA ( Fig. 1(c) ).
The direct measurement scheme in Fig. 1(a) is achieved by blocking the two pumps P1 and P2 so that OPA1 and OPA2 simply function as transmission media. After splitting the probe beam with a 50/50 BS, we perform joint measurement of X m by HD1 and Y m by HD2 at each output port of BS (b1 and b2). The results are shown as the black traces in Figs. 2c and 2d, respectively. The extracted SNRs of X m and Y m are 1.03±0.03 and 1.01±0.03 after correcting the transmission efficiency of OPA2. Ideally from Eq.(4), the SNRs by the classical methods in Figs. 1a and 1c should be the same at large amplifier gain. But Fig. 2 clearly shows a difference. This is because the output noise of the conventional OPA is higher than the shot noise, so the SNR is less sensitive to the loss at detection than the direct homodyne measurement at shot noise level.
For the clarity of demonstration, we choose different frequencies for the phase and amplitude modulations in the experiment above. This corresponds to the case when the two modulations are uncorrelated. If the two modulations are at the same frequency and they are correlated, it will result in a modulation at a different quadraturephase amplitude X m (θ) = X m cos θ + Y m sin θ. For its measurement, we can perform homodyne detection at φ LO = θ. Since the homodyne angle is changed, one would expect a different, likely higher, noise level. However, because the working principle of SUI is quantum destructive interference for noise cancelation, the noise is at the lowest at dark fringe for all quadrature-phase amplitudes and the SNR for X m (θ) is the same as in Eqs.(2,3) for all θ [19] . So, we can measure X m (θ) at one outport and X m at the other simultaneously with improved SNR for both. Fig. 3 shows the results with all experimental conditions same as Fig. 2 except that a modulation signal at 1.0 MHz is applied to both AM and PM equally for X m (π/4) and the phase of HD2 is set at φ 2 = π/4. The blue trace is again for SUI and red for the amplifier scheme. We find the SNRs of X m (0) and X m (π/4) extracted from blue traces (1.61±0.04 and 1.57±0.04) are better than those from red traces (1.3±0.03 and 1.27±0.03), leading to improved simultaneous measurement of information encoded in non-commuting observables ofX(0) andX(π/4) of the probe. Notice that because X m (0) and X m (π/4) are non-orthogonal, their respective projections appear in the figures corresponding to measurement on other quantities.
Next, we demonstrate that the SUI can be used to perform quantum enhanced joint measurement of information encoded in more than two quadrature-phase amplitudes. This is achieved by splitting the outputs of interferometer further into more beams for multiple simultaneous measurement, as shown in the dashed boxes in Fig. 1(b) and (c). Since the noise levels out of the amplifiers are much higher than the vacuum noise level, further splitting will not distinctly reduce the SNR. This is different from the BS scheme in Fig. 1(a) . In the experiment, in addition to the weak modulation signals at 0.8 and 1.2 MHz on AM and PM to encode information on the two orthogonal observablesX andŶ , the modulation signal at 1.0 MHz is simultaneously loaded on both AM and PM so that the information of X m (π/4) is encoded on the probe beam as well. X m (π/4) is measured by a third homodyne detection device (HD3) with an efficiency of about 80% in the signal output port af- 
Joint measurement of multiple modulations Xm(θ) on arbitrary quadrature-phase amplitudes by post-detection data processing. Spectra of i(θ) = iHD1 cos θ + kiHD3 sin θ for θ = (a) 0, (b) π/4, (c) π/2, and (d) 3π/4. iHD1, iHD3 are the photocurrents recorded from HD1 and HD3 with φ1 = 0 and φ3 = π/2, respectively. k is an adjustable parameter that can be calibrated to balance the gain difference of HD1 and HD3. The SNRs are calculated for the dash-circled peaks.
ter splitting the signal output into two with a 50/50 BS (dashed box in Fig. 1(b,c) ). The results in Figs. 4a, 4b and 4c are obtained by HD1, HD2, and HD3 with their relative phases locked at φ 1 = 0, φ 2 = π/2, and φ 3 = π/4, respectively. The experimental conditions are the same as those in Fig. 2 . Again, the blue traces are for the SUI and the red ones for the classical amplifier scheme in Fig. 1(c) . Similar to Fig. 3 , projections of non-orthogonal quantities appear in all the figures. In each plot of Fig. 4 , the signal powers of X m , Y m and X m (π/4) extracted from the blue and red traces, including the signals of full size or projected size, are about the same, but the noise floor of blue trace is 20% lower than that of the red one. The best SNRs of X m , Y m , and X m (π/4) extracted from the blue traces are 1.6±0.04, 1.56±0.04, and 1.61±0.04, respectively, while those from the red traces are 1.25±0.03, 1.21±0.03, 1.27±0.03, respectively. Therefore, we achieve joint measurement of information in three non-commuting quadrature-phase amplitudes with sensitivity beyond the standard quantum limit. Notice that, even if the total detection efficiencies for X m and X m (π/4) are about 50% lower than that for Ym, the SNR improvement for X m and X m (π/4) in Figs. 4a and 4c is about the same as that for Y m in Fig. 4(b) . Thus, we demonstrate that the SNR is not sensitive to the detection loss introduced by the BS, as we discussed earlier.
We can also approach this problem of joint measurement with the method of post-detection data processing. Since we can measure both the phase (Y m ) and amplitude (X m ) modulations simultaneously, we should be able to extract out the modulation at arbitrary quadraturephase amplitude X m (θ) = X m cos θ + Y m sin θ by first recording X m and Y m and then processing these data to obtain X m (θ). For this purpose, we measure and record by a fast digital oscilloscope the photo-currents simultaneously at HD1 (i HD1 ) with θ 1 = 0 and HD3 (i HD3 ) with θ 2 = π/2 and calculate a new current of i(θ) via i(θ) = i HD1 cos θ + ki HD3 sin θ where k is an adjustable parameter that is obtained by balancing the different photocurrents from HD1 and HD3. In our experiment, k = 0.84. This leads to the measurement of a modulation signal at an arbitrary angle X m (θ) [19] . To demonstrate this approach, we encode the AM and PM in the same way as that used in obtaining Fig. 4 . Fig. 5 shows the results of the spectrum of i(θ) at the respective angle of θ. Maximum signals are extracted at corresponding θ-angles. Notice that the signal is nearly zero at 1.0MHz for i(3π/4), which is at an angle orthogonal to the modulation signal at π/4. Noise reduction is the same for all quadrature-phase amplitude modulations. We thus achieved the simultaneous measurement of multiple arbitrary quadrature-phase amplitude modulations by post-detection data processing. This scheme for measuring arbitrary quadrature modulation is an indirect measurement in contrast to the results in Fig. 4 for the direct detection scheme. Nevertheless, they show the similar results.
In conclusion, we demonstrate that the sensitivity can simultaneously beat the standard quantum limit in the joint measurement of information on multiple noncommuting observables, including the phase and amplitude as well as an arbitrarily rotated quadrature-phase amplitude. Compared to the joint measurement scheme based on quantum dense coding with EPR entangled states in Ref. [8, 9] , our scheme, which utilizes the merits of the SU (1,1) interferometer, leads to the joint measurement of information in more than two arbitrary noncommuting quadrature-phase amplitudes. Particularly, it should be emphasized that our scheme can overcome the extra noise (quantum and classical) encountered during the detection process [19] , and has practical implication and significance in quantum metrology.
What we have done here does not violate the Heisenberg uncertainty relation because the encoded information is indirectly measured through EPR-type of quantum correlations, which are allowed by quantum mechanics. So, the improvement should be unlimited in principle. In our experiment, however, comparing with the classical scheme, we only observed the improvement of about 20% in SNR. This is mainly due to the transmission loss introduced in coupling light out of the OPA1 into the OPA2 and the loss introduced by the temporal mode mismatch between the pulse pumped OPA1 and OPA2 (see Method for details) [20, 21] . The former can be overcome by improving the transmission efficiency of the optical components placed between the two amplifiers, while the latter can be surmounted by properly managing the dispersion of the nonlinear media of the two OPAs.
In the scheme of post-detection data processing by beam splitting method, our measurement is at the signal output port only, this leaves the idler output port unused. We can likewise measure at the idler port and obtain the same quadrature-phase amplitude modulation signal with equal SNR as that in the signal port, thus giving rise to another copy of the encoded information. This is somewhat similar to the scheme of quantum information tapping by quantum amplification that was discussed in Ref. [18] but here we apply it to multi-parameter measurement. tion of China (91736105, The experimental setup for the scheme of SU(1,1) interferometer is shown in Fig.6 . There are two fiber-based optical parametric amplifiers (OPAs) in the scheme. Each fiber-based OPA consists of a 300 m long dispersion shifted fiber (DSF) and two coarse wavelength division multiplexers (CWDM) [21] . OPA1 generates the entangled signal and idler beams at 1550 nm band [21] . At the output of DSF1, the seed injection centering at 1570.8 nm is amplified with a gain that depends on the pump P1. The amplification of the signal beam is accompanied by a conjugate beam (called "idler") with the wavelength of 1535 nm. CWDM2 is used to separate the amplified signal and idler beams. The two fiber-based OPAs are identical, except their inputs. OPA2 is a phase sensitive amplifier, because it has both the signal and the idler inputs with non-zero intensity, which are from OPA1 and are coupled in DSF2 together with the pump P2 via CWDM3. The signal and idler outputs of OPA2 are separated by CWDM4. The signal beam out of OPA1 successively propagates through the amplitude modulator (AM) and phase modulator (PM) so as to encode information onto the two or more quadrature-phase amplitudes, which are amplified by OPA2 and come out at both the signal and idler output ports of the SU(1,1) interferometer. In the experiment, the preparation of the optical light sources, including the pumps of OPAs (P1, P2), the injected seed signal, and the local oscillator (LO) of each homodyne detection (HD) device, and the realization of mode-matching between the two OPAs for best performance of the interferometer are described in a previous publication [18] . When two non-commuting quadrature-phase amplitudes, X(φ 1 ) andX(φ 2 ), are measured, the signal and idler outputs of SU(1,1) interferometer are detected with thex' HD1 and HD2, respectively. When three non-commuting quadrature-phase amplitudes,X(φ 1 ),X(φ 2 ) andX(φ 3 ), are measured, the signal output is further split by inserting a 50/50 BS, whose outputs are measured by HD1 and HD3, respectively. The performance of the SU(1,1) interferometer is characterized by analyzing the photocurrents of all the HDs with a data acquisition system (DAQ).
B. Phase Locking:
The improvement in SNR of joint measurement occurs under the two conditions: (i) the phase between pump and two inputs of OPA2, ϕ = 2ϕ p2 − ϕ s − ϕ i , is locked to ensure OPA2 is operated in the deamplification condition, where ϕ p2 is the phase of pump P2, ϕ s and ϕ i are the phase of signal and idler input; and (ii) the phase of the local oscillator for each HD device is properly locked. To achieve this, we first lock the phase φ 1 /φ 2 of the LO for HD1/HD2 by passing the injected seed sequentially through an amplitude modulator (AM2) and a phase modulator (PM2). AM2 is modulated at the frequencies of 0.3125 and 1.875 MHz. PM2 is modulated at the frequencies of 0.625 and 1.875 MHz. In this case, both the modulated signals of AM2 and PM2 are transferred to the amplified signal and idler beams of OPA1 and OPA2. The relative phase φ 1 /φ 2 is locked by feeding the ac output of the HD1/HD2 to the digital phase locking loop PLL1/PLL2, and by loading the feedback signal of PLL1/PLL2 to the piezo-electric transducer PZT1/PZT2 [21] . When the relative phase of HD1 is locked to φ s = 0 by exploiting the sinusoidal modulation signal of PM2 at 0.625 MHz, we are able to measure the quadrature amplitudeX(φ 1 ) with φ 1 = 0 at the signal output. Meanwhile, we can lock the relative phase of HD2 to φ 2 = π/2 by using the sinusoidal modulation signal of AM2 at 0.3125 MHz to measure the quadrature amplitudeX(φ 2 ) with φ 2 = π/2, and lock the relative phase of HD3 to φ 3 = π/4 (π/2) by using the combined sinusoidal modulation signals of AM2 and PM2 at 1.875 MHz to measure the quadrature amplitudeX(φ 3 ) with φ 3 = π/4 (π/2). The relative phase φ which determines the operation condition of OPA2 is locked by passing P2 through PM3 with the sinusoidal modulation signal of 0.9375 MHz. Since the modulated signal of PM3 is transferred to the signal and idler outputs of OPA2, the deamplication condition of OPA2 φ = π can be obtained by feeding the ac output of the HD1 at 0.9375 MHz to PLL4 and loading the feedback signal of PLL4 to the delay line (DL) on the idler input of OPA2.
